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25th September 2015

Join us at the Library
of Birmingham this
September and discover
the science of light. Learn
about the backbone of
the internet, make music
through laser beams and
use optics to see what
lurks in Birmingham’s
canal water.
Events are free and open to all schools
and the general public.
For more details about demonstrations,
workshops and public lectures, visit our
website www.lightfest.org.uk or contact
Jean Hasson at j.hasson@aston.ac.uk
or 0121 204 4551.

Library of Birmingham

Demonstrations
Available all day. No booking required,
just drop in!

How does a message travel
through a fibre?

Why are optical fibres so
useful?

The majority of the data transmitted across the
Internet is carried using light. Come and find
out how light pulses are carried using glass
fibres that are the thickness of your hair.

Part 1 - Light Refraction, Optics, TIR
Do you know what glass and the Internet
have in common? Find out how fibres that are
the width of a single strand of hair make the
internet work.

Light and gummy bears
Have you realised how simple and fun optics
can be? Come play with lasers, learn about
colours and eat some gummy bears.

Laser engraver and cutter
One of the most common uses of lasers is in
manufacturing. Come and see a high powered
laser engraver and cutter in action!

Part 2 - Refractive Index; disappearing
objects
Behaviour of light travelling through an object
is very much dependent on its refractive index.
Sounds mysterious? Come and see what
this really means and how a clever choice of
refractive index can make objects disappear!
Part 3 - TIR, lightguiding
Optical fibres have enabled high speed Internet
communication. Are you aware how they work?
Come and see the science behind modern
telecommunication!

Demonstrating signal
interruption
Everything from radio waves to light waves can
be used to carry information. The air around
us is filled with words. In this demo we will
look at how to transmit our very own words
through the air. By getting our hands into this
experiment we can look at what affects optical
communication systems that rely on this basic
technology and discover what happens when
you try and touch your own words!

Mix your own colours
Have you had a closer look at the screen of
your smartphone or a printed newspaper? Are
you curious why a picture can be constructed
of a mosaic of tiny points of only three colours?

Laser microscope
Do you know why you were told not to drink
dirty water? Grab a laser pointer and discover
what lurks in Birmingham canal!

Fun with optics

Colour mixing

Take some time out and enjoy a game with a
friend. We have a wide selection of fun games
to play and to challenge you!

Introduction to light: Learn how to bend,
bounce and blend light with three high tech
light sources, lenses, mirrors and an activity
guide full of fun and learning.

M-squared multicolour
panel
A demonstration of high quality white light &
multi colour panel operating with strips of light
emitting diodes.
Emitted light in the panel is controlled by the
special electronic module, which is controlled
through browser-based user interface from a
computer.

Multicolor LED in integration
sphere
Red, green and blue LEDs will be disposed
inside a integration sphere. Each LED will be
supplied with its own tuneable current source.
The integration sphere will mix lots of colours
of light to show the full visible spectrum.

Biophotonics for wellbeing
and healthy life
Come and see a laser used for non-invasive
monitoring of the human physiological
parameters at the fingertip. Anyone can try
her/himself for blood microcirculation, tissue
oxygen saturation, and metabolism efficiency
valuation spending just 3-5 min her/his time.
In parallel we will demonstrate main principles
of optical non-invasive diagnostic devices
and their application for human wellbeing and
health life support.

Fibre fuse effect or “Tiny
Comet”
The fibre fuse effect is a problem in modern
fibre optics telecommunication systems,
however, it can make for a stunningly beautiful
show!
If a fibre is locally heated to a temperature of
1000C, the laser radiation propagating through
the fibre is strongly absorbed by the heated
part, increasing its temperature to 104 K. This
high-temperature region, seen as a bright white
spot, which looks like a comet moving with a
velocity of 1 m/s along the fibre.

Phosphor light
converters
Discover wonderful patterns that can be
produced with phosphor light converters.

Laser projection
Create your own laser show using laser diodes,
diffractive elements and step motors.

Light and textiles
Collection of art dresses with embedded
light elements (luminescent materials, optical
fibres, lasers, LEDS etc.) which are inspired by
glowing deep sea inhabitants (jellyfish, deep
sea fish, sea anemones, squids etc.) will be
demonstrated.

Undergraduate projects
This display shows the work of first year
electronic engineering students at Aston
University. It includes among other things an
LED harp, a LED light cube, a mood lamp that
demonstrates how different colours can be
mixed together to give all colour shades, and a
light display that monitors your email inbox.

Virtual reality with Google
cardboard
See how a regular smartphone display can be
used to trick your brain into seeing 3D images.
We have a range of video demos that are quite
simply amazing! (not recommended for people
who suffer from epilepsy or prone to motion
sickness).

Diffractive optics

Interactive LED wall

Virtual pottery wheel

Laser audio mixer

Do you know how light behaves? Really? Get
some hands-on experience to see how tiny
things make a huge difference!

Did you know most motion sensing
technologies use infrared lighting? This
demonstration uses infrared sensors to track
motion to allow you create beautiful patterns
on a LED wall with your hands and body.

This virtual pottery wheel allows users to
create and adjust a spinning virtual cylinder by
passing his or her hand through a laser. When
satisfied with the final form, the user can save
the customised model.

Come and see how you can send two
audio signals over one laser beam. This will
demonstrate how lots of information can be
carried using a single laser, similar to how
various kinds of data is carried on the internet.

Sound modulated onto a
laser beam

Magic mirror

LED Cube

Have you ever wondered how those special
mirrors work in movies in a police interrogation
room? Discover why on one side of the mirror
you can only see your own reflection, while on
the other side you can see through the mirror.

The LED Cube! With a total of 5120 leds, the
LED Cube is super bright from every direction!
While also being a video player, the LED Cube
can be interactive and fun for everyone!

Laser harp
Show us your musical skills on a laser harp.
This exciting laser harp is played by blocking
individual laser beams which triggers notes on
a synthesizer. This project was sponsored by
Hobgoblin Music in Birmingham.

How is data transmitted over laser beams?
Come and see how you can play music from
a phone over a laser beam and play this back
using a solar panel and speaker.

Workshops
Booking required, please visit website.

How can a Lego robot
recognise colours?
Lego Mindstorms robots will be using installed
colour sensors to recognise colours and
play different notes for different colours. The
participants will be asked to arrange coloured
Lego bricks to play a melody.

Make a flashing greeting
card
Using a special electrically conductive paint
pen, participants will be able to paint a special
circuit with an LED, battery and switch to make
a greeting card with blinking LED.

How thick is your hair?
Do you know what the thickness of your hair
is? And of your friend’s? Are they different?
Discover how laser light can be used to
measure the size of tiny objects!

Denisiuk holography
This workshop will help you get acquainted
with holography. It will explain the difference
between a laser and a bulb. You will be able
to make your own hologram and take it home
with you afterwards!
No special skills needed, just pick a suitable
object - not more than 2 inches in diameter
with a fine metallic surface i.e. a 2 pound coin
is a good example.

Public Lectures
Booking required, please visit website.

Making light work of the
internet: How photonics has
powered the information
revolution.
Professor Andrew Ellis, Aston Institute of
Photonic Technologies
How does the internet work? We think about
tablets, smart phones and computers, but
they are all connected together by optical
fibre. This lecture will examine the history
and future of optical communications, tracing
its evolution from Greek mythology to the
immense web of fibres used today to transport
information ranging from social media to
financial transactions, from entertainment to
government systems.
However, a victim of its own success,
significant problems lie just around the
corner and we shall investigate their causes,
and discuss potential solutions, and likely
outcomes if solutions are not found.

Light and art: an indivisible
relationship.
Professor Alessandro Farini, CNR-National
Institute of Optics and University of
Florence
It is impossible to separate our vision from
light, but the relationship between light,
vision and perception is not completely clear

nowadays. We can see an object because the
light hits the object, the object reflects some
wavelengths and part of the electromagnetic
radiation can reach our retina, but the result is
very complex, and a huge part of the process
of vision happens inside our brain. Our retina is
something completely different from the CCD
of a photographic camera, because in some
way the retina is a part of a brain that can
preprocess the light signal. So, light measured
from an instrument and light perceived from
the brain are two different things. This fact
should be taken into account in many different
fields: lighting design, colour rendering of
smartphone monitor, colour reproduction and
so on. Changing light that hits an object can
change the perceived color of the object, but if
the story is over the color of an object is simply
something that does not exist. Luckily, we have
a skill, named color constancy, which ensures
that the perceived color of objects remains
relatively constant under varying illumination
conditions. So we can readapt our vision under
different lightings; this skill was recently in the
spotlight due to the famous #thedress color
debate in the social network.
In our lab we are specifically investigating the
effect of new light sources (especially LED)
on different paintings, from a Renaissance
masterpiece as Raphael’s “Madonna del
Granduca” to a contemporary painting
“L’assoluto della luce” by Giovanna Rasario.
We evaluate subjective preferences regarding
lighting in front of a painting. During the talk
some example of the relationship between
light and vision will be shown, involving the
audience with some live experiments, together
with the preliminary results about painting
perception.

Five most amazing photos
taken by hubble space
telescope!

The Pen is mightier than the
Laser? The Power of Light in
Literature, Art and Culture.

Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock, BBC The Sky at
Night

Dr Greg Lynall, University of Liverpool

Working at the Speed of
Light: The impact that high
power lasers have had in the
world of Manufacturing.
Professor Bill O’Neill, Cambridge University
Laser technology is often seen performing
incredible feats of destruction in fictional works
such as James Bond Movies or Star Trek.
The truth is that far from destroying things, for
the past 55 years modern high power lasers
have been responsible for an incredible array
of manufacturing processes that shape the
world and products around us. This talk will
showcase the state-of-the-art in modern high
power laser technology and their applications.
From Nano machining to shipbuilding, and
destroying missiles to making spaceships, the
applications seem endless.

For centuries, writers and artists have been
fascinated by the science of light. This talk
will trace the history of light technologies by
exploring the many ways in which literature, art
and popular culture have both reflected and
influenced developments in optics, photonics
and photovoltaics. Ranging from John Milton
to Ian McEwan, Archimedes to Isaac Asimov,
the lecture will show how the imaginative
power of light inspires us to think about the
relationships between science and nature,
humanity and the cosmos.

Flatpack Film Festival will be illuminating Lightfest with
various screenings and gizmos, including…

Colour burst residency

Lightbox

For the past few months artist Chris Plant, a
specialist in interactive design and projection
mapping, has been developing new work
informed by the research at Aston Institute of
Photonics Technology. Visitors to Lightfest will
have the first chance to see the fruits of this
residency, including some ingenious toys you
can play with yourself.

Throughout the day we’ll be screening a
selection of short films for all ages on the
theme of light. Includes brilliant animation
from Japanese collective Tochka, and awardwinning short Luminaris about a romance in a
lightbulb factory.
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